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WP talk pages as Corpus The WikiDisc corpus
The WikiDisc corpus
Collecting WP talk pages for corpus-based linguistic description
The WikiDisc Corpus [?] : talk pages extracted from the WP[FR]
Wikipedia snapshot (dump) from 12th may 2015 which contains 3,487,480
talk pages ( global backup frwiki-20150512-pages-meta-current#.xml.bz2 available on
http ://dumps.wikimedia.org/frwiki/20150512/)
An updated version based on the WP[FR] Wikipedia snapshot (dump) from 1st january
2018
The WikiDisc Corpus : in 2015 vs. in 2018
Extraction of all the lstinline|/<title>Discussion/|* (talk pages) that are
not (*1,671,128 in 2018)
User Talk pages (57% in 2015)
Redirections (8% in 2015, 1.7% in 2018)
Empty Articles Talk Pages (< 2 words) (68% in 2015, 74% in 2018)
(38402 seconds (10 hours) for extracting all talk Pages)
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WP talk pages as Corpus The WikiDisc corpus
The WikiDisc corpus
talk pages threads posts words
2015 366,326 1,024,351 3,022,240 159,578,279
2018 408,291 1,138,932* 4,833,637* 191,669,594
*new script, less errors in threads/posts segmentation
upgrade from 2015 to 2018
11.5% more talk pages, 11.2% more threads
near to 60% more posts but 20% more words (less empty posts)
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WP talk pages as Corpus The WikiDisc corpus
The WikiDisc Corpus building
Document structure of a talk page
The extracted talk pages were structured into threads and posts delimiting
more or less explicitly in the wikicode (the wiki traditional syntax)
Threads correspond to division delimited by (sub)headings signaled
with /==.∗?==/ in the wikicode
Posts are delimited by
1 an optional signature including timestamp and eventually user id
2 a change of indent level indicated with zero, one or more semi-colon
( :) at the beginning of the post
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WP talk pages as Corpus The WikiDisc corpus
Talk Page behind the Turku WP[FI] article
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WP talk pages as Corpus The WikiDisc corpus
Wikicode behind the talk page
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WP talk pages as Corpus The WikiDisc corpus
The WikiDisc Corpus building
Document structure of a talk page
The extracted talk pages were structured into threads and posts on the
basis of wikicode (the wiki traditional syntax)
Threads correspond to division delimited by (sub)headings signaled
with /==.∗?==/ in the wikicode
Posts are delimited according to
1 timestamp and eventually user signature such as : Viking59 10 Mai
2009 at 17 :16 (CEST)
2 a change of indent level indicated with zero, one or more semi-colon
( :) at the beginning of the post.
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WP talk pages as Corpus The WikiDisc corpus
The WikiDisc Corpus building
Document structure encoding acc. to TEI-P5
all available metadata in the teiHeader (genre, thematic portal, etc.)
threads marked up as <div>
threads topic indicated in the <head> element, a part of the first post
posts : <post who="id User" when="publication date"
indentLevel="#">
signature : <signed><name>xxxx</name><date>xxxx</date></signed>
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WP talk pages as Corpus The WikiDisc corpus
Wikicode behind the talk page
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WP talk pages as Corpus The WikiDisc corpus
Text TEI-P5 Structure
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WP talk pages as Corpus The WikiDisc corpus
WikiDisc Corpus Structure – Metadata
Metadata associated to a talk page
"portal" i.e. associated portal sections e.g. History, Art, Sport, etc.
(up to 7 sections associated with a same article). 11 sections
"grade" i.e. article’s quality assessments
"harrassment" i.e. information manually inserted by Wikipedians via
the template/banner {{keep calm}} (only for 41 Talk Pages)
"talk type" (a specific characteristic of the French Wikipedia)
diverse information about the article (if it has been partly translated,
if it is part of the Wikipedia 1.0 project, if its rate, status has been
discussed, if a problem happened, etc.)
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WP talk pages as Corpus The WikiDisc corpus
teiHeader TEI-P5 Structure
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WP talk pages as Corpus The WikiDisc corpus
teiHeader TEI-P5 Structure
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WP talk pages as Corpus The WikiDisc corpus
teiHeader TEI-P5 Structure
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WP talk pages as Corpus The WikiDisc corpus
Metadata : Thema features
WP section of the associated article
11 WP portal sections : art, geography, history, leisure, medicine,
politics, religion, sciences, society, sport, technology
Some articles are simultaneously in 7 sections !
Geography is the most frequent section (119,359 talk pages in the
2015 version)
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WP talk pages as Corpus The WikiDisc corpus
Metadata : Article grade
Class of the article as indicated in the Talk Page header
Class, rating # talk pages %
E (draft) 64785 15.8
BD (good start) 62368 15.3
B (well-structured article) 15400 3.8
BA (good article) 2196 0.5
AdQ (A-class article) 1465 0.4
A (well-advanced article) 1169 0.3
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WP talk pages as Corpus The WikiDisc corpus
Metadata : Other information about some relevant topics
ClassDesc as indicated in the teiHeader
information # talk pages %
translation 107162 26.3
article in progress 45399 11.1
keep or delete the article ? 28163 6.9
article rating 7100 1.7
project 3046 0.7
problem 2195 0.5
copy 1332 0.3
archive 920 0.2
WPisNot 310 0.1
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WP talk pages as Corpus The WikiDisc corpus
Very active users
The top ten of "benevolent activists users" in WP[FR] in 2015
used ID nb. talk pages % nb. posts %
total 59,593 16.3 86,595 2.9
Chris a liege 12,511 3.4 15,254 0.5
schlum 8,107 2.2 13,706 0.5
Patrick Rogel 7,255 2.0 12,021 0.4
Azurfrog 3,733 1.0 8,601 0.3
Hégésippe Cormier 4,804 1.3 8,088 0.3
McLushFR 5,371 1.5 6,613 0.2
Rosier 5,260 1.4 5,964 0.2
Axou 3,911 1.1 5,540 0.2
Taguelmoust 4,434 1.2 5,459 0.2
Lomita 4,207 1.1 5,349 0.2
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WP talk pages as Corpus A wide variety of talk pages
A wide variety of talk pages
On the 366,326 talk pages in 2015 # %
Single post talks 202,856 55
Talks under 53 words talks 181,503 50
Few extremely long talks (up to 1,143 posts and
148,968 words)
Talks involving 8 to 228 different writers 40,413 10
On the 1,024,351 threads (in main talk pages) %
"monologue" 35.8
"dialogue" between two writers 26
between 3 and 5 different writers 16.5
"debate" i.e. more than 5 different writers 2.2
On the 3,022,240 posts %
anonymous posts 80
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WP talk pages as Corpus A wide variety of talk pages
In progress
portals and other categories (based on metadata) specificities
focus on more detailed interactions and special topics
thread headings study
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WP talk pages as Corpus A wide variety of talk pages
Thank you
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